Separated-beam experiments for both the Doppler-free two-photon and saturated absorptions are under consideration. In the Doppler-free two-photon absorption, the experimental arrangement is important. Such importance has not been recognized before. Three different arrangements are discussed here. In the first one, the separated-beam experiment is not coherent and the Ramsey fringe variation cannot be observed. In the second, the transit-time broadening is present and the Ramsey fringe variation depends on the atom s time of flight as well as the transit time. Finally, in the third arrangement, the transit-time broadening is eliminated and the Ramsey fringe variation depends on the atom s time of flight alone. These examples have shown that in the Doppler-free twophoton absorption, the elimination of the transit-time broadening is through a mechanism other than the beam separation. In the saturated absorption the situation is quite different. Even in the presence of transit-time broadening, the Ramsey fringe spacing depends only on the atom s time of flight.
INTRODUCTION
The atomic and molecular absorptions initiated by coherent laser beams have become a subject for active research. When an atom or molecule, interacts with coherent beams, it gives rise to a coherent phenomenon. ' The transition rate becomes dependent on an external phase which can be varied directly. The variation leads to a direct determination of the phase in the transition amplitude and to a super-high-resolution spectroscopy.
Experiments of coherent laser beams can be divided into two groups. In the first one, atoms or moleeules interact with parallel and spatially separated laser beams. The atomic and molecular transitions occur at spatially separated regions and completely different times. The external phase is introduced into the coherent transition amplitude through the displacement of the entire laser-atom or molecular system. The saturation experiment of separated laser beams was first studied by Baklanov et al. ' and has been beautifully demonstrated by Bergquist et super-high-resolution spectroscopy.
In the second group, atoms or molecules interact with crossed-laser beams. The atomic or molecular transitions occur at the same spatial region. The external phase is introduced into the coherent transition amplitude through the displacement of a part of the quantum system; namely the laser, while the atoms or molecules are un- affected. In the experiment proposed by Li' Copyright by the American Physical Society. Li, M. C., "separated-beam experiments and transit-time broadening," Phys. Rev. A 23, 2995 Rev. A 23, (1981 Fig. 1 The experiment is depicted in Fig. 3 . Here two identical laser sources are used. During a Dopplerfree two-photon absorption, the atom absorbs a photon from each of these sources. Since the two photons are independent of each other, their momentum uncertainties are unrelated. Equation (2.3) should be modified to dk"'dk"'6, k"' 6, k"' g~0 p~~2 t p~~x~k+ k&, -k+ k"' 1+ exp i~, -2+ 7+iv k"'+ k, "T 
+ &p+ (k+ k"),e,~e ""~'te ™" p, e,;k+ k")]. The rest of the atoms are (&o,) )(p+ (k+ k"),t,~t~p , e"k+ k") ( [1+ cos[(ar, - '(~, ) [(p+ {k+k") In the performed experiments on the Dopplerfree two-photon absorption of separated beams, the experimental arrangements differ from those discussed in the previous section. 
